VALUE TRACKING

FIELD TESTS: Six trial projects were conducted between the fall of 2009 and the summer of 2010

BuildMaster began with a simple premise: if we make the erector’s job easier, the entire steel construction
process becomes safer, faster and leaner.

BuildMaster is a completely new and innovative way of thinking about the way buildings are planned, constructed and operated.

“I proved to my client on this job
that by using BuildMaster, we
saved both money and time.
Compared to other projects of the
same size where we used the
standard process, we saved a week
on-site, but on the overall package I saved almost
8 weeks.”
René Brisebois
Ex-Construction Manager, St-Laurent Construction

FIELD TEST PROJECTS
•

Marystown, Newfoundland Sobeys and
NLC store

•

Halifax, Nova Scotia
Metro Transit repair garage

•

Montreal, Quebec Schering-Plough
warehouse

•

Cornwall, Ontario Shoppers Drug Mart
distribution centre

•

Winnipeg, Manitoba Sysco regional
warehouse

•

Edmonton, Alberta
Totem Building Supplies

BuildMaster makes the whole construction process more predictable, shortening
and solidifying the schedule for the entire
steel building envelope by anywhere
from fifteen to twenty-five percent,
engineering out excuses and inefficiencies every step of the way.

“Most General Contractors are comfortable if
you can tell them leave, come back in three
weeks and we’ll give you a shell. Bottom line:
if the GC gives the Erector a clean site, BuildMaster can cut erecting time by up to 25%.”

“There’s no doubt about it, this is definitely a
cleaner way, and for safety – absolutely – and
for expediting, absolutely.”

Dwight Dellebuur
Ex-Foreman, KDM Erectors

Laurier Trudeau
VP Field Operations, Abesco

“I’ve now recommended that we should go
with BuildMaster for every building we can,
because it works.”

THE PEACE OF MIND OUR
PARTNERS DESERVE.
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